Parents Day Activities Scheduled For Friday; 17 States Represented

600 Guests Expected To Visit Univ.; Will Attend Classes, Symposium, Dinner

by Anthony A. Kip

Over 600 parents from as far west as Nebraska and Colorado are expected to participate in the annual Parents Day celebration this weekend. Already, mothers and fathers from 17 states, Canada and the District of Colombia have signified their intentions to attend.

Parents Day 1958 has been planned as a typical class day on campus. Parents of all sophomore students have been invited to attend classes with their sons and daughters, visit campus extra-curricular activities on campus and meet members of the faculty.

This year's program is the first in which parents of both male and female sophomores have been invited to participate. Last year's two-day program, sponsored by the Parents Club, was limited to male students only, because of a shortage of housing facilities.

The program will officially open at 7:30 a.m. Thursday, when Dean B. Gallia, vice-president of the board of trustees, will deliver the annual address at the Scholars' Breakfast in the West Lounge Huntingdon Hall.

Between 11 a.m. and 3 p.m., parents may attend classes with their children.

At 2:20 p.m., a symposium on "The Role of Higher Education in Our Social Order" will be held in the Herbert Clark Redmon Union.

Following the symposium, the parents will visit the campus on their own under the guidance of the sophomore class. The students will distribute tickets to the parents who wish to attend the campus tours, and will exchange tickets with their parents so that all will have an opportunity to purchase tickets for Saturday night's activities.

The parents who do not wish to participate in this activity may wait in the Herbert Clark Redmon Union for the afternoon program, which will begin at 3 p.m. in the Union.

The University will be host to the University Institute Studies' annual "Dinner in Wilmii."

Parents may register throughout the week at the West Lounge Huntingdon Hall.

Dink Activities Begin Today

The most events of the Week will be held today as the freshman and sophomore class for the second day of their slate.

Marking the start of traditional activities of the Week will be the basketball game between the freshman and sophomore classes at 6 p.m. in Hitchens Gym, as one of the events of the Freshmen-Sophomore Day. A Glee club concert will round out the evening.
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Undergraduate Mask and Wig

‘Intrinsic Values’

The University’s announcement of the revised schedule of performance for Undergraduate Mask and Wig Show was not unexpected. Mask and Wig had previously made that announcement. We are not satisfied, however, that in the future the undergraduate show with

The carefully-worded statement, they recognized the "intrinsic values" of the annual production. Thus, if in itself it is quite a victory, considering that Mask and Wig had been left to its own resources last year for five. It is a tribute to the student leaders of the Club that they have been able to come so far with the possibility of even greater success next year.

For it is with the future that we must now concern our- selves. This year’s show, "Off the Tug," is admittedly a transitional one, and the present restricted four cannot satisfy the demands of larger capacity. For all that goes well, Mask and Wig must consider returning to the traditional original look, Thanksgiving performances and Christ- mas shows. But if "Off the Tug" is a success, this administration must realize that the public relations value of the undergraduate show is for the cost. Pennsylvanians across the country with pride to M&W as a leader in its field. Yet, how effective are they when they see Princeton’s Triangle playing to packed houses as far west as Chicago?

In conclusion, the University and the Graduate Club must do everything in their power to re-establish the undergraduate Mask and Wig Club to its former eminence. This can be done without resorting to professional direction, and it must be done.

Land of the Left-hand

The Dual Coffin

The following convention secured between Dave Coffin, a half- back for the I. F. T. F. and this writer, who is one of Dave’s classmates in the Fine Arts School.

But what of theDual Coffin? By knowing about this, we are led into believing that Dave’s dual coffin is a reality. This is not the case. The Dual Coffin is in fact a realization of a practical joke played on the Dave Coffin fans and played by the Dave Coffin School.

"I’ll never try," replied the Quaker-labeled coffin, who was standing in the middle of the field trying to find his way into the crowd. "I heard that Dave’s coffin is in the shape of a Dual Coffin, and I think it’s a great thing."

When Dave Coffin’s coffin is finally opened, we will find a new and improved Dave Coffin. This will be the Dual Coffin, which is a perfect replica of Dave Coffin. It will be in the shape of a Dual Coffin, and it will be a perfect replica of Dave Coffin.

But the Dual Coffin is not the only part of the story. We must also consider the fact that the Dual Coffin is not the only part of the story. The Dual Coffin is a symbol of the Dave Coffin fans’ dedication to Dave Coffin. They have spent many hours trying to bring the Dual Coffin to life, and they have finally succeeded. The Dual Coffin is a symbol of their love and devotion to Dave Coffin.
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Here Goodman produces a marvelous money-effect.

Underclassmen Lock Neither Spirit Nor Pugnacity

Freshmen Threaten Violence

We, the MUN of 1943, with appropriate foretaste to the background, are down to ourselves to the ROYES of 1943.

Upon our arrival at Pennsylvania we immediately noticed sporadic antirebel conflagrations shuffling around the campus. It was before long we were confronted with cliched phrases, such as the "Sophomore.

Now your major characteristics are familiar to all of us. Some of you are loquacious and self-dependent in your peer role in order to show us all 12 dus. Many of you can be compensated, by the form which one can develop your language by the sprouting from your own apparatus. Others tend to have a consistent attention to details, some of whom have already attended to standards and procedures, which will be described in the next section.

The strength of your mind is evident; it is a bll to you when you are anxious for an answer.

The essence of your body can grow when ever astutely pursued a diagonal number of your previously cited—Yes, while your weaknesses are manifesting and many, your strength is even more obvious. For in union there is strength and it seems highly probable that you have been doing the same since last winter; and there can be no Nazi in that since there it is strength.

Generally speaking, your clothes are costly, circumstances are revealed. Many of you wear your green-graduates' "uniform", and those-civilianized hats, 67 you similarly shaped bowls. There are many more odd quirks of your appearance.

But minds—their lives, the companies, the conditions, the environment, the general, the character, the results, what are we to say of their states?

When you are trying to do this, you are doing so in the company of a multitude of your colleagues. You are doing so in the company of a multitude of your colleagues. You are doing so in the company of a multitude of your colleagues.
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**Frosh Eleven Beaten By Lafayette**

by Paul Stratf

A final-girl Lafayette player spelled three-eleven in the second half to score three touchdowns and to de-

The Quaker freshman football team will take on the Pennsbach Bill Tracy in a game to be played on Friday afternoon.

The cheese lane was highlighted for three-yards line play, and a 34 yard kickoff return for a touchdown by Pennsbach Bill Tracy.

The Red and Green first side in the initial period on a 7 yard pass from Tracy to Frank Scott. Bob Moore's run for the point conversion was unsuccessful, so he was stopped by the Lafayette line.

**Leopards Rebound**

The Lafayette went into the lead in the second quarter, when Tracy kicked the Pennsbach on the Quaker 23 yard fullback, 30 yards to the 16 yard stripe. On the last play, Bob Franklin kicked a pass run through the line, Doedelchot caught the two-point conversion on a run around end.

From ensuite on the rest of the game, when Tracy took the

**Eenie Tracy**

held the title for the previous five years, while Army finished fourth. The only runners who finished in the top two men this year were Army's Dick Drey, Lyon and West Virginia's Ralph other across the line, taking 31:56.

Army's Blair Smith and West Virginia's eighth and ninth, Tad's John Morrison and Blair Tracy to finish in 32:09 and 33:06. Last year's winner, Cornell, was just behind IAC.

**Shirt Satellite Launched!**

The first Shirt Satellite is fi-

nally reality! Just yesterday, during their lunch hour, Van

Huanen scientists launched a Van

Huanen Century Shit into the stratosphere. It's now circling the earth in a 24-hour orbit, in an orbit so large that a grown man couldn't walk it, even in a whole day! Travel-

ing at the speed of light, the Shirt Satellite has no chance of falling back to earth. In the future, satellites will help us to communicate with the Shirt Fleet.

One more thing—the Van

Huanen Century Shirt Satellite

will be back to the earth in the spring of 2057 (possibly 2157) and you're all invited to the restit party! If, in the meantime, you want to see the Van Huanen Century Shirt, you can at any campus touring on the Shirt Fleet. He travels in 5 earth styles, in white, black, and green.

To better shoes everywhere or write: Philip-Van Huanen Corporation, 15 Firth Ave., New York 16, N. Y.

---
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**special group rates!**

**FOR FURTHER INFORMATION CALL**

Leon Bogartz, 3817 Spruce St., EV 2-0149
**intercollegiate festivals inc.**

39 W. 87 St., N. Y. C. LYcnum 50167

**getContent**
NOTICES

ALPHA PHI OMEGA

ARIZONA STATE UNIVERSITY

BOWLING — CAMPUS COMKITTII - REDUCED

OPTICAL PHARMACIES — PPONMT SPUipirea(l, classes adjusted. Noon

have one pre-

obligatlon I dr. I, 

until Friday. "Oontact Lanaee a apeclal’ (170)

TYPING — TMESES (MASTERS.

FOR SALE: REK OKT PARALYTIC

HOTEL PENN SHERWOOD

Now Appearing

tonio Corlese

his organ and trio
dancing Nitely

Full Course

Old Fashioned THANKSGIVING DINNER — $3.50

PER PERSON

make your reservations early

King Size Cocktails

Served from $ 1.99 - 7 99

Service with Charm

NO COVER NO MINIMUM

Have a WORL D OF FUN!

Travel with SITA

Unbelievable Low Cost

Europe

60 Days from New $645

Orient

$43-45 round trip, extra $90

write to our College Department

for special student and faculty

rates and reservations.

BILTMORE

Madison Avenue at 43rd St., N. Y. 17, N. Y.

AT GRAND CENTRAL STATION

WHERE THERE'S LIFE...

Budweiser

THEY SAID IT COULDN'T BE DONE!— BUT TODAY'S L&M GIVES YOU—

Puff by puff

Less tars &

More taste

DON'T SETTLE FOR ONE WITHOUT THE OTHER!

Change to L&M and get 'em both. Such an improved filter and more taste! Better taste than in any other cigarette. Yes, today's L&M combines these two essentials of modern smoking enjoyment—less tars and more taste— in one great cigarette.